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Abstract
The permanent changes in the dynamics of discourse marker use in conversation triggers the necessity of re(modeling) the 
already existing patterns of analysis in such a way as to adapt them to the new discursive realities and practices. The best 
analysis of discourse marking functions and discursive roles can be done in real instances of conversation. Therefore, the 
corpus on which the analysis is performed is composed of conversations in Romanian, my own samples of recorded 
conversation between Romanian speakers. The analysis of discourse markers in conversation requires a pragmatic-functional 
perspective. Hence, I suggest a different classification of the discursive attributions that discourse markers have in 
conversation by advocating for the pragmatic-functional categories of discursive roles and discursive functions. These two 
categories, in which the various discursive attributions of markers were placed, represent the framework for the analysis of the 
discourse markers “deci” and ³úL´ which is conducted in this paper. Furthermore, a presentation of the discursive functions 
and roles of two of the most frequently used Romanian discourse markers: “deci” and ³úL´ will be made. The functions and 
roles of these markers are supported by relevant illustrative examples which demonstrate the importance of the conversational 
context in establishing the pragmatic role that markers could have in casual and formal conversations.
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1. Introduction
Discourse markers are complex discursive devices that resist any restricted classification or definition 
hence the awareness that several fields of linguistics have to be reunited in their study. Consequently, with a view 
to covering as many facets of discourse marker use, I conduct my research from the perspective of pragmatics, 
functionalism, discourse analysis, sociolinguistics and conversational analysis, all domains being of equal 
importance for the understanding of the discursive dynamics of markers in conversation. Not only the linguistic 
context but also the social, interactional and interpersonal contexts have to be taken into account in order to 
obtain a more complete view.
In my view, the best analysis of discourse marking functions and discursive roles can be done in real 
instances of conversation. Therefore, the corpus on which the analysis is performed is composed of samples of 
recorded conversation between Romanian speakers. Throughout the article I will use the actual names of the 
respondents Adina, Georgiana, Daniela, Diana, Cristina, George, Maria, Roman, Alexandru, DumitriĠa, Paula, as
I have been granted permission to do so. For the conversations that took place in institutional settings, even 
though I had been given permission to use the participants’ actual names, I referred to the respondents as Agent 
and Client because their institutional relationship and power positions were far more important for the 
understanding of any underlying discursive mechanisms. 
2. Discursive Roles and Discursive Functions: A Re(modeled) Pattern of Analysis
  
This research departs from Müller’s [1] functional categories that, in my view, manage to integrate the 
functions of both English and Romanian discourse markers and are able to account for the role that discourse 
markers from both languages could fulfil in conversation.
The functions could be either textual or interactional according to the role that the respective marker 
fulfils within the discourse unit; the functions that are situated at the textual level are described by Müller as 
being focused on discourse management in the sense that they mainly work at the lexical and propositional 
levels. In other words, everything that involves the organization of turns or of discourse units such as marking the 
search for words, repairs, false starts, inexactness of terms, transitions from one discourse unit to another, 
prefacing direct or indirect speech are all discursive phenomena that are accomplished by discourse markers 
which are situated at the textual level.
The second level that Müller [1] refers to is the interactional level. The functions of discourse markers 
that are situated at this level, Müller points out, are called interactional functions which address the hearer 
directly and are focused on the relationship between speaker and hearer. Therefore, the prefacing of responses, 
opinions, evaluations, comments, questions, the attempts of the speakers to establish common ground with the 
other participants are functions that are situated at the interactional level.
From the title of the article, an important distinction that I make between discursive roles and discursive 
functions of discourse markers is presented. The discussion of the two elements will be done in the context of the 
above mentioned discursive levels that Müller [1] discovered, namely the textual and interactional levels.
Therefore, under the umbrella term discursive functions I include all the specific functions of discourse 
markers that are situated at the interactional level, namely prefacing answers, the expression of opinions or 
evaluations, repairs, politeness, mitigation, face-saving or face-threatening acts, hesitation, et cetera.
Discursive roles are all the discourse organization procedures that are situated at the textual level and 
which concern the speaker’s technical construction of the discourse unit. The discursive roles that markers can 
fulfill are: turn-claiming marker, interruption prefacing marker or they could signal speaker self-selection when 
no interruption is performed, turn-construction markers (when speakers are trying to delay the construction of the 
turn in order to obtain more time to structure their turn), and so forth. 
I believe that the discursive functions are chiefly generated by the semantic and pragmatic meaning of 
markers, by the interpersonal dimension of the verbal exchange that presupposes mutual conversational support, 
attention and collaboration between the participants, by the sociolinguistic coordinates of the exchange that involve 
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the contribution of speaker variables to the choice and use of discourse markers, by the functional attributes of 
discourse, and by the conversational goal that the participants intend to achieve. Therefore, my claim is that the 
discursive functions are a set of specific and recurrent functions of every discourse marker, a set that constitutes 
its functional individuality. I have to specify the fact that a discourse marker may or may not be able to fulfill all the 
above mentioned discursive functions (with all their invariants) and this is precisely why, at the interactional level, 
discourse markers could be individualized by the set of discursive functions that they do fulfill.  
I define discursive roles as independent of the meaning of discourse markers. Moreover, they serve an 
immediate textual organization purpose for which the pragmatic or semantic meaning of the marker is irrelevant; 
the discursive roles that markers fulfil are non-specific and circumstantial textual attributions that all 
discourse markers can fulfil.
This model of analysis will be applied in the following sections in which the corpus-based analysis of 
recorded conversations is performed.    
3. Discourse Marking ‘deci’: Functions and Discursive Roles 
Romanian teenagers are no exception to the rule of teenage discourse innovation in point of discourse 
markers. Sometimes young people adopt discursive items that are viewed as marginal and turn them into an in-
group discursive mark. But even though the inferential marker [2], deci is more frequently used by teenagers
adults also use it even though the functions that they ascribe to it are fewer.   
For example, the use of the Romanian conjunction deci (so) with a discourse marking function generally 
signals a low level of academic instruction and it is rarely used among highly educated adults. With teenagers 
(individuals between 17 and 25 years old), the discourse marking deci has a prominently expressive function and 
it is often used for emphasis.
3.1. Attitudinal attachment  
Adina, Georgiana and Daniela, the participants in conversations (1) and (2), are 19 year old students 
who are having a casual conversation about music:
(1) 1. Adina:     eu dacă m-aú face blondă [m-aú face aúa] ca Lady Gaga
2. Georgiana:                                        [eu nu pot]
3. Adina:       aĠi văzut videoclipul de la Born This Way?
4. Georgiana:dar tre’ să-Ġi stea bine
5. Adina:       ma:mă deci e mortal
6. Georgiana: nu chiar nu am văzut
7. Adina:       aseară l-am văzut de vreo trei ori deci e super fain deci e mortal.
1. Adina:      If I dyed my hair blonde [I’d dye it just] like Lady Gaga’s
2. Georgiana:    [ I can’t]
3.Adina:       have you seen the Born This Way video?
4.Georgiana: but it would have to suit you
5.Adina:        Go:sh so it’s awesome
6.Georgiana: no, I really haven’t seen it
7.Adina:        last night I watched it like three times so it’s super cool so it’s awesome.
           (my translation)          
Obviously, in this exchange, deci (so) does not function as a conjunction but as a discourse marker. In 
both lines (5 and 7) the discursive function of deci is that of emphasizing an evaluation that the speaker is about 
to make and that of focusing the attention of the other participants on the respective characterization.
It might be claimed that the use of the discourse marking deci is an instance of what Hübler [3] called 
mode vécu which is the ‘speaker’s involvement’. Mode vécu is a pragmatic notion which presupposes that the 
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speaker identifies himself emotionally with the intention that the speech act expresses. In the mode vécu, all 
lexemes selected by a speaker acquire pragmatically expressive meaning.
According to Hübler [3] there are two types of speaker involvement which he terms attitudinal attachment
and attitudinal detachment. The former is explainable as ‘living one’s involvement’ and expressing it through 
language whereas the latter is an attempt to suppress one’s involvement ‘without trying to be entirely successful’.
In this particular case, deci is an attitudinal attachment indicator. The emotional involvement of the 
speaker manifests itself through the multiple repetition of the positive evaluation which is always preceded by the 
discourse marking deci. The following conversation between respondents Adina and Daniela is another 
illustration of the same discursive function:
(2) 1. Daniela: da fată toate profele de chimie sunt faine
2. Adina  : serios a noastră chiar era deci a noastră [chiar era
3. Daniela:            [úi a noastră.
1.Daniela: right girl, all chemistry teachers are cool
2.Adina:    really, ours really was so ours [really was
3.Daniela:                                                   [ours was too.  (my translation)              
In line 2, the emotional involvement of the speaker is shown by two discourse markers with a 
prominently expressive function. The initially placed marker serios (really) establishes the ‘keynote’ of the 
ensuing discourse. This marker signals the fact that the tone of the statement is serious and the truth of the 
statement is beyond doubt. This fact is stressed by the use of the discourse marking deci that precedes the 
repeated statement. In fact, it is only the different bracketing that contributes to the avoidance of confusion. The 
participants in conversation (3) are Diana and Andreea, two teenage students:
(3) 1. Diana:    deci n-am înĠeles mă e una care pune unghii úi cealaltă o învăĠa?
2. Andreea: deci: aia care mi-a pus mie unghiile acuma e învăĠată de manichiuristă.
1. Diana:   so I don’t get it, one of them is doing nails and the other one is training her?
2. Andreea: so: the one who did my nails is now being trained by the manicurist.
           (my translation)          
In line 1 the discursive function of the discourse marking deci is that of signalling the return of the 
speaker to the main topic after a digression which left an aspect still unclear for the speaker. In the second line, 
the same marker has the discursive role of turn organiser. The prolonged vowel of the discourse marker is an 
indication of the fact that the speaker is organising ideas that could more efficiently form an answer but she also 
signals the return to the main subject of discussion.   
Adults also use this marker with its turn organisation role as in the following conversation between 
Cristina (aged 34) and her husband George (aged 36):
(4) 1. Cristina: da’GLQPRPHQWFHWUDJXQFDEOXPDLFRQWHD]ăFHWUDJLSHHO"
2. George: SăLGHFLvQFăRGDWă]LF, cel care vrea un astfel de serviciu nu-l   
                  vrea pentru televizor DVWDvQFHUFVă-ĠLVSXQ, îl vrea pentru telefon.
1. Cristina: but if you set up a cable line, does it really matter what comes      
                  through it?
2. George: well so I’ll say it again, whoever wants such a service doesn’t 
                 want it for television that’s what I’m trying to tell you, they want it 
                 for the telephone connection.  (my translation)              
In line 2 the speaker is trying to organise his ideas and come up with a coherent answer to his wife’s 
question by means of several hedges. The use of three consecutive hedging devices denotes the speaker’s hunt for 
time. Among the discursive roles of the discourse marking deci we could maybe include that of coherence and 
cohesion marker because deci is an element that facilitates the speaker’s construction of a coherent and cohesive 
unit of discourse. This particular use of deci indicates the fact that it is not only the emotional involvement of the 
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speaker that triggers the use of this marker. Apart from the expressive function of deci which is clearly dominant, 
this marker could also function as a preface for conclusion or result as in (5). In the fragment below, Maria is 
telling Marius that she is always intuitively connected to fashion:
(5) 0DULDXLWHIUDWHFăDPJXVWXULvQWHQGLQĠăFXPRGD2VăPăYH]Lădeci am 
2.           fost cu albastru, cu mov úLDFXPDRVăPăVFKLPEvQSRUWRFDOLXGDU nu 
3.           FUHGFă-PLJăVHVFDGLGDúi portocalii.
1.Maria: look man, my taste matches the trends in fashion. You’ll see me em:: so I was into 
2.            blue, then into purple and now I’ll change to orange but I don’t think I’ll find orange 
3.            sports shoes.  (my translation)              
First, Maria presents a proposition that her tastes are always similar to the requirements of fashion 
trends. Then she uses discourse marking deci with its discursive function of prefacing the provision of examples 
(am fost cu albastru, cu mov) followed by the result of the proposition (úLDFXPDRVăPăVFKLPEvQSRUWRFDOLX). 
In this instance one can’t really separate the discursive functions of example and result prefacing that the 
discourse marker deci could fulfill and it can’t be claimed that one of the two functions is more salient than the 
other in the conversational context. Apart from prefacing the expression of results, deci could very frequently 
preface the provision of conclusions.
4. Discourse Marking ‘úi’ in Discourse Management  
The discourse marking úi is very frequent in both formal and informal conversations because it is a 
subtle, polite manner of claiming a turn by self-selection. But this is only its main discursive role. Especially in 
casual conversation, úi with a discourse marker value may also have other discursive roles and functions 
according to the conversational context in which it is placed. What is yet to be discovered is the extent to which 
the choice of this differs according to age or gender categories.
4.1. Inquiries
One of the possible functions that the discourse marking úi can have is that of prefacing questions but at 
the same time of linking the different units of the text together. The formal conversation at (6) takes place in an 
institutional setting, namely in a real estate agency and the participants in the speech event are a teenage real 
estate agent and her client who is in his thirties.
(6) 1. Agent: astea sunt condiĠiile 
2. Client: pentru Sâmpetru?
3. Agent: nu, pentru Hălchiu.
4. Client: da. ùL pentru Sâmpetru care sunt condiĠiile? 
5. Agent: imediat vă zic. Pentru Sâmpetru::=   
6. Client:= úi una peste alta dacă suntem de acord cu una din condiĠiile astea=
7. Agent:= dacă sunteĠi de acord o să vorbiĠi cu domnul Dorin.
8. Agent: ( the agent provides the data on Sâmpetru) 
1. Agent: those are the conditions
2. Client: for Sâmpetru?
3. Agent: no, for Hălchiu.
4. Client: right. And what are the terms for Sâmpetru?
5. Agent: I’ll tell right away. For Sâmpetru::=
6. Client:=and all in all, if we agree to one of these conditions=
7. Agent:=if you agree you’ll speak to Mr.Dorin.
8. Agent: ( the agent provides the data on Sâmpetru) (my translation)                
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In this verbal exchange the participants are talking about the acquisition of land with some obligations 
(building of bridges, asphalt for access ways, etc.) incumbent on the client as a condition for a considerable 
discount. The client is trying to find the cheapest solution and the easiest attached conditions for a piece of land. 
The agent enumerates the condition for the piece of land in Hălchiu but it was obviously the one in Sâmpetru that 
the client was interested in. 
In line 2 the client subtly tries to remind the agent what his real point of interest is but the agent 
interprets it as an information seeking question and answers accordingly in line 3. As a result, the client adopts a 
more direct manner of obtaining the desired information; in line 4 the client politely signals the receipt of 
information (even though unsolicited) and then prefaces his inquiry with the discourse marking úi.
The discursive function of this marker, according to its context of use, is very much related to politeness 
in the sense that the client, through the choice of úi, gives the impression that his question is only the next stage 
of his inquiries and not something that he wanted the agent to come back to. When the agent finally tries to 
provide the required data, the client interrupts when he finds a false transition relevance place and issues another 
inquiry bracketed by the same marker úi in line 6.
In this second situation, the discursive role of the marker úi is also related to interruptions, topic change 
and adjacency pairs (definition and explanation of the terms provided in Sacks [4] and Mey [5]). A great number 
of interruptions are achieved by means of the discourse marker úi which ‘disguises’ a change of topic into an 
apparent continuation of discourse. In this conversation we are dealing with the same apparent continuation and 
actual change of topic that the client achieves in line 6. 
In actual fact it is not only a change of topic but an insertion sequence between the two parts of an 
adjacency pair [6]. Yule [6] refers to the situation when the first part of an adjacency pair might not immediately 
be followed by the second part. Consequently, between question and answer another question answer sequence 
may be inserted. Yule [6] notes the adjacency pair and the insertion sequence as:
Q1 – Q2 – A2 – A1
where Q stands for question and A for answer. 
In this case the succession is slightly different as the structure of the exchange is:
Q1 – A1 – Q2 – A2 – A1. 
The client’s turn in line 4 of (8) is Q1, the first question and the first part of the adjacency pair, line 5 is 
the beginning of A1, the incomplete answer or the second part of the adjacency pair, Q2 (line 6) is the question 
and A2 (line 7) is the answer within the insertion sequence and finally A1 (line 8 – answer not provided) is the 
completion of the answer to the first question. 
In the conversation rendered above, the discourse marker úi prefaces the questions, Q1 and Q2, in both 
adjacency pairs. 
The discursive function of prefacing a question by means of which a topic change is achieved is 
illustrated by the following conversation between Daniela and Adina:
(7) 1. Daniela: úi ce matHULLDLPDLIăFXWvQOLFHX"
$GLQDSăLQXútiu (.) la sport nu prea mergeam.
1.Daniela: and what subjects did you study in highschool?
2.Adina:   well I don’t know (.) I didn’t go to gym classes much.
     (my translation)                
The two teenage students in (7) were talking about the fact that they were glad that they went to a 
faculty where Romanian Literature was not in the syllabus because they hated the subject. The verbal exchange 
rendered above comes immediately after the closure of the ‘Romanian Literature’ topic. In this conversation, the 
discourse marker úi is used in line 1 in its question prefacing function and in its topic shift marker function. 
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Adina’s answer is marked by the turn construction marker SăL which allows the participant to provide a coherent 
answer but in spite of this marker and a pause, Adina only manages to stay partially focused on Daniela’s topic. 
This is why her answer in line 2 does not ensure the coherence of this adjacency party because it is oriented in an 
entirely different direction.
In cases when the first question which is prefaced by the discourse marker úi does not receive a 
satisfactory answer, the other attempts of the participant who wants clarification are also prefaced by úi. The 
verbal exchange rendered below has George and Cristina as participants. 
(8) 1. Cristina: úi:: numai puĠin, deci rejansa HGUHDSWăGD"
2. George: da




7. George:                                                                                   >QXQXQXHGUHDSWă@
1. Cristina: and:: just a moment, so the grosgrain ribbon is straight right?
2. George: right
3. Cristina: and it=
4. George: =they’ll cut the 4 metre one in half
5. Cristina: right, wait wait wait wait a second
6. Cristina: and when she sews it (tr.n. the curtain) on the grosgrain ribbon she won’t 
pleat the curtai[n, she will sew it straight right?]
7. George:   [no no no, it will be straight       ] (my translation)
In this conversation, Cristina wants to clarify the specifications that she had to provide the following day 
to the people who would be sawing her curtains. She first tries to understand in order to be able to explain the 
details to the people at the curtain store. Before this fragment of conversation she had other failed attempts to 
obtain clarifications from George. In this verbal exchange Cristina is obviously determined to change the tactics 
of the questions and clarify the issues bit by bit.
In line 1 of (8), the functional role of the discourse marker úi is double: first, it is used in its discursive 
role of turn-claiming and turn-keeping device due to the fact that its final vowel sound is prolonged in order to 
get more time to construct the turn and second, it has the discursive function of prefacing a question. Cristina’s 
return to the topic that George considered closed is mitigated by the imposition-acknowledgement indication 
numai puĠin, and by the two discourse markers úi and deci.
When George provides an affirmative answer to this part, Cristina wants to move on to the other stage of 
the clarification process and she marks the passage to this next discourse unit with the discourse marker úi. But 
George interrupts her turn and provides another confusing explanation to which Cristina reacts in line 5. In this 
turn, Cristina signals the receipt of the information provided in line 4 by means of the discourse marking aúa (so). 
She also uses this opportunity to actually ask the permission of the other participant to take the following turn and 
continue her clarification process. She prefaces the question in her next turn, in line 6, with úi which signals the 
continuation of a longer unit of discourse.
The discourse marking úi as well as other discourse markers such as dar (but) or SăL (well) are very 
frequently used by speakers for the insertion of questions. The versatility of úi which is able to fulfill more than 
one discursive role or function, sometimes simultaneously, justifies its very frequent use in conversations. In the 
following verbal exchange, we encounter úi both as a question insertion marker and as a turn initiator.
(9) 1. Diana: úi te-a programat sau nu te-a programat?
$QGUHHDSăLQXFăQXHUDDLDDFRORúi am sunat-o úi-am zis =
3. Diana: = dar unde te duci? La Codreanu?=
4. Andreea: = da =
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5. Diana: = sau la PoliĠia mare  
$QGUHHDOD&RGUHDQXSăLOD&RGUHDQXWUH¶Vă-mi [ ia dosarul ]
7. Diana:      [úiFkQGYUHL@VăGDL"
$QGUHHDSăLFUHGFăVăSWDPkQDYLLWRDUH 
9. Diana: = úi GHGDWGDLDFRORODQRLvQFDUWLHUFUHGFă la Tractorul acolo
10. Andreea: da
1. Diana:     and were you programmed (tr.n. for the exam) or not?
2. Andreea: well no because that woman wasn’t in and I called her and said=
3. Diana:     =but where are you taking it? Codreanu’s?=
4. Andreea: =yes=
5. Diana:     = or at the central Police Department
6. Andreea: with Codreanu because Codreanu has to [accept my file]
7. Diana:              [and when do you want] 
                   to take it?
8. Andreea: well, next week I think= 
9. Diana: =and you’ll take it in our neighbourhood, I guess, there in Tractorul
10. Andreea: yes  (my translation)
The two participants are talking about the examination for the driving license. The same speaker, Diana, 
uses the discourse marking úi in line 1 and 7 to preface her questions and in line 9 she uses it to claim the floor. In 
line 7 and in line 9, Diana resorts to úi to interrupt the other participant’s turns; the first interruption is achieved 
by overlapping the turn with Andreea’s turn from line 6 and, in the second case, a false transition relevance place 
is detected and Diana self-selects for the turn (in line 9). Another marker that Diana uses for prefacing questions 
in (63) is dar which introduces the question in line 3. With regard to prefacing questions and interruptions, the 
two discourse markers dar and úi are equivalent and they are often used in free variation especially in casual 
conversations. 
It is an interesting case when the discourse marker úi is placed in end-position. Then, the discursive 
function of this marker is that of summoning the other participants in the conversation to provide clarification, 
answers, justifications and so forth. The conversation below is between Roman, Alexandru and DumitriĠa, all 
teenage students:
(10) 1. Roman : mâine se face autocar cum a fost anul trecut cu excursie la 
2.                            Casa Poporului
3. DumitriĠa : aúa úi?
4. Roman : úi merg cinci basarabeni numa. (.) ùL treizeci de români.
5. Alexandru     : e da!
6. Roman GDPăL
1. Roman:            : tomorrow a coach is leaving just like last year on a trip to 
2.                            the People’s House
3. DumitriĠa :Ok, and?
4. Roman              : and only five Basarabians are going. (.) And thirty 
                                Romanians.
5. Alexandru        : no way!
6. Roman             : ye::ah. (my translation)
In this conversation, Roman is telling everyone about an initiative of the Moldavian Students’ 
Association to organise a trip to Bucharest the following day. In line 3, DumitriĠa uses the end-positioned marker 
úi with a rising intonation with its discursive function of requesting additional information. In fact, we are dealing 
with a very interesting discursive phenomenon: the end-positioned úi is, on the one hand, a discourse marker 
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uttered as a question (with a rising intonation) and on the other hand is a way of constraining Roman to start his 
next turn with the discourse marking úi which requires a continuation of the topic.
Consequently, Roman prefaces his next turn with úi and provides the requested additional information. 
After a brief pause within the turn in line 4, Roman prefaces another piece of information with the same marker 
úi. But in this case, the discursive function of úi is directly connected to the expressive function of discourse. 
Obviously, Roman is well aware of the indignation that the other participants would have towards the 
information that it was not Moldavian students who actually benefited from the advantages (in this case the trip 
to Bucharest) offered by their own organisation. Therefore the turn in line 4 triggers, by means of discursive 
devices and rhetoric strategies, an expected emotional response from the other participants. A reaction of 
astonishment at the last piece of information comes from Alexandru in line 5.
The end-positioned discourse marker úi is also used in narrative discourse when the narrative thread has 
been interrupted and the listener summons the narrator to continue his/her story. It is worth mentioning that the 
use of the end positioned discourse marker úi presupposes a very high degree of familiarity among the 
protagonists of the speech event. Although there is no discrimination concerning the use of this marker with this 
function between different genders and age categories, the only constraint is familiarity of the participants.   
4.2. The dynamics of narrative discourse
There are cases when interruptions occur in the narrative thread. In that case, the hearer becomes the 
speaker who reminds the narrator that he/she has a story to complete. The following conversation between Paula 
and her mother Maria is a clear illustration:
(11) 1. Paula: aúa úi?
2. Maria: úi::
3. Paula: úi azi aúa [mâine aúa]
4. Maria:              [azi aúa mâ]ine aúDvQWRDWă]LXDQXPDLPkQFDP0DPDPăvQWUHED
5.           dar de ce n-ai mâncat? Nu mi-a trebuit.
6. Maria: úi într-o zi a venit din câmp într-RVHDUăDYHQLWGLQFkPSúi-RILIRVWRERVLWăúi
7.            n-DYHDPkQFDUHIăFXWăúi-aúa úiKDLVăVFRDWăRDODGHFDUQH
1. Paula: Ok, and?
2. Maria: and
3. Paula: and so [the days went by]
4.Maria:             [   the days went  ] by and I wouldn’t eat anything all day long. My mother 
5.            asked me why I hadn’t eaten. I wasn’t hungry.
6. Maria: and one day she came back from the field in the evening, she came back from the 
7.         field and she must have been tired and she didn’t have any cooked food and so on and
8.          so she brought the meat pot. (my translation)
In this conversation, Maria narrates an event from childhood. Right before this exchange her telephone 
rang and she had to answer. After the phone conversation Paula asks her mother (line 1) to resume the story. The 
role of end-positioned úi is the same as in the previously analysed conversation, namely that of suggesting Maria 
what the beginning of her next turn should be. In other words, by means of the rising intonation used in 
pronouncing end-positioned úi, Paula is asking her mother to ‘fill in the blank space’ that comes after the 
continuation marker úi.
Maria indeed starts her turn with the same marker úi but the prolonged pronunciation of the last vowel 
sound indicates the fact that she wanted to keep the floor to continue her story but she also wanted to get a little 
more time to construct this turn properly. Paula understands her intention and wants to help her gain more time 
therefore, in line 3, Paula inserts a discourse marking expression ‘úi azi aúa mâine aúa’ (approx. and so the days 
went by) whose only discursive role is that of delaying the start of the other participant’s turn.
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In line 4, Maria starts her turn by repeating the same expression as a confirmation and continues the 
narrative which extends from line 4 to line 7. But lines 4 and 5 represent the frame story and when another story 
is inserted within the frame, the discourse marking úi is used to bracket it. Hence, in line 6 and 7 a story-within-a-
story is narrated and its smaller units are all prefaced by úi. The narration in lines 6 and 7 is divided into two main 
parts and four sub-parts. The first main part of (11) contains the enumeration of the first three turn units all 
bracketed by úi:
1. úi într-o zi a venit din câmp într-RVHDUă(and one day she came back from the field in the evening)  - the 
event is situated in space  and time (the action happened at home, in the evening when her parents came 
back from the field)
2. úi-R ILIRVWRERVLWă (and she must have been tired) – evaluation of the character’s physical and mental 
state  
3. úi n-DYHDPkQFDUHIăFXWă(and she didn’t have any cooked food) – the triggering factor that determined 
the character’s future actions
This sequence of events constitutes the background of the future events, the situational context in which 
the other participant, Paula, was inserted by the narrator. The fact that the three form a unit is shown by the 
presence of the marker úi-aúa which is the Romanian equivalent for the English and so on. This marker signals 
the end of an enumeration as well as the start of another discourse unit. The latter is introduced by the discourse 
marking úi and constitutes the second main part of Maria’s turn; this second part is the actual onset of the event.  
There are cases in which the narrative contains a dialogue and this is the reason why the conversation 
contains the discourse marker úi bracketing narrative units which can either be narrated events or units of 
reported speech that are part of the narrative. The following verbal exchange on the topic of the driving license 
examinations between Andreea and Diana is an illustration:
(12) $QGUHHDVHQVXOăODJLUDWRULXHDúa de aiurea
2. Diana: úi am înĠHOHVFăPXOĠi dintre ei mai fac úi::WHWHVWHD]ă/DXQXOL-a zis o
GDWăFăXLWHV-a dat poliĠistul jos úi D]LVFă-PXWăPDVLQDGHDLFLSkQă
FRORFăHXPăGXFVă-PLFXPSăUQX>útiu ce]
5. Andreea:                                                    >D@GDGDGD>ăODDSOHFDW@
6. Diana:                                                                                      [úi s-a dat jos]
7. Andreea: úWLLFLQHHUD"/ăOD
8. Diana: da?
9. Diana: úi ăODD]LVDSăLPL-a zis, no! ùLa mutat maúina úiăODFkQGV-a întors,
D]LVFăHúti picat omule. Tu n-DLYRLHVăPLúti maúina de-DLFLSkQă
DFRORIăUăPLQHvQPDúLQă
12. Andreea: da
13. Diana: úi l-a picat automat.
1. Andreea: that roundabout is so awful
2. Diana:     and I heard that many of them sometimes try a::nd test you. They told one of them         
3.                that look, the policeman got out and told him – move the car from here to there 
4.                because I’m going to buy myself [I don’t know what]
5.Andreea:                                                       [          a::::::::         ] yes yes yes [     he left        ]
6. Diana:                                                                                                              [and he got out]
7. Andreea: do you know who that was? It was that L.
8. Diana:     really?
9. Diana: and he said a:: well if that’s what he said, well! And he moved the car and, when he 
10.          came back, the man said you failed man. You’re not allowed to move the car from 
11.          here to there without me in the car
12. Andreea: yes
13. Diana: and failed him on the spot. (my translation)
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The two women are talking about the ruses that policemen use during the driving license examination so 
as to have a reason to fail the candidates and Diana starts a narrative on the topic. The narrative in (12) is an 
alternation of proper narrated facts and reported conversations between the ‘characters’ of the narration and most 
of them are bracketed by úi. In line 2, Diana self-selects and, with the help of the initially placed úi, she takes the 
floor in order to make a first general comment which represents the introduction to the narrative. 
As mentioned, the actual narrated events and reported pieces of conversation prefaced by the discourse 
marking úi coexist:
Table 1.
Narrated events prefaced by úi                              Reported speech prefaced by úi
1. úi am înĠHOHVFăPXOĠi dintre ei mai fac                   1. úi i-D]LVFă-PXWăPDúina
        (and I heard that many of them sometimes try)                (and told him – move the car)
2. úLWHWHVWHD]ă   2. úLăODD]LVDSăLPL-a zis, no!
               (and test you)                                                             (and he said a:: well if that’s what he said, well!)
3. úi s-a dat jos                                                            3. úLăODFkQGV-a întors, a ]LVFăHúti picat omule
              (and he got out)                                                    (and, when he came back, the man said you failed man.)
4. úi a mutat maúina
(and he moved the car)
5. úi l-a picat automat
(and failed him on the spot)
In lines 6, 9 and 13, úi has a double discursive role: first it continues the narration so it functions as a 
discourse continuation device, and then it is used as a discourse management device whereby the narrator 
reclaims the turn, successfully in lines 9 and 13 and unsuccessfully in line 6. Throughout the narrative, Andreea 
displayed active listenership both through back-channelling (lines 5 and 12) and through the provision of 
additional information (lines 5 and 7). Even though the narrative was briefly interrupted by Andreea’s 
interventions, it is clear that her intention was not to take the floor; in fact, Andreea allowed and even supported 
Diana’s story.           
The turn-initial marker úi has the discursive role of signalling the beginning of another discourse unit 
and a continuation of previous discourse. We might say that the main characteristic of the turn-initial marker úi is 
that it displays both separation and continuity in relation to previous discourse.     
4.3. Topic change
The role of úi as a topic-change marker is inextricably linked to the obligation of the speaker to abide by 
the rules of discourse coherence and cohesion. But as we all know, in casual conversation there can never be one 
single topic. And we also know that the insertion of a new topic doesn’t always benefit from an ample 
introduction in which a definite connection to the previous topic be made, with a view to preserving coherence 
and cohesion. In most cases, the passage to another subject has to be abrupt due to the speakers’ perpetual hunt 
for valuable time. This phenomenon accounts for conversations such as the ones that will be rendered below.                
(13) *HRUJHSHOkQJăVDODULXOSHFDUH-l primeúti îĠLPDLGăGHOHL
2. CrLVWLQD]ăX"3UREDELOFDVăSOăWHúti bona
3. George: nu útiu care-i scopul dar faĠăGHGHOHLĠi-am zis cu 300 de lei mai mult    
4. faĠăGHGHOHLFkWGăGHDXDFXPDDFXPDGDXGHOHLGDUQXPDLPXOWGHOXQL
5. Cristina: da da da
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6. Cristina: úi nu útiu cu alocaĠia asta a lu’-DEăLHĠLORUQXVWLXWUH¶VăYăGFkQGEDJ
             7.              dosarul meu   
1. George: apart from the salary that you get, they give you another 400 lei
2. Cristina: really? Probably so that you can pay the nanny
3. George: I don’t know what the purpose is but as compared to 100 lei, I told you
4. it’s 300 lei more than the 100 lei that they used to pay and now, now they’ll pay 
you 400 lei but not longer than 6 months
5. Cristina: yes yes yes
6. Cristina: and I don’t know what to do about this allowance of – of the boys, I
7. don’t know, I have to see when I should submit my file. (my translation)
George and Cristina, who have recently become parents for the second time, are talking about the new 
law on maternity leave which stipulates that the return of the mother to work during the first year of maternity 
leave is rewarded by the State with a monthly compensation. The discussion of this topic unfolds in the first four 
lines. 
The change of topic is brought about by Cristina who inserts the new topic of their boys’ State 
allowance and the documents that she had to prepare for it. This topic shift is made with the turn-initial discourse 
marker úi. Even though there is a topic change, the new subject is not entirely out of the context of maternity 
leave rules and regulations. Therefore the coherence and cohesion of the discursive unit is still preserved as the 
conversation is still in the more general frame topic that might be called ‘State provision for mothers and 
children’. The same preservation of a more general reference area also occurs in the following verbal exchange 
between the same participants:
(14) &ULVWLQDPHUJHPPkLQHOD5'6"'DFăVHSRDWH
2. George: mergem. Unde au sediul?
3. (discussion about the means of transportation and route follows)  
4. Cristina: da, aúDSXWHPVăIDFHP
5. Cristina: úiVăYHGHPGDFă-i deschis.
6. Cristina: úi nu úWLXFXPVăIDFHPVă-LFăXWăPSHăútia de la Digi, Dolce. Unde 
JăVLP>RIHUWD@ORU"
8. George:            [pe QHW@LQWUăPSHQHW
1. Cristina: Shall we go to the RDS tomorrow? If that’s possible
2. George: Let’s go. Where is their head office?
3. (discussion about the means of transportation and route follows)
4. Cristina: yes, we can do that.
5. Cristina: and we’ll see if it’s open.
6. Cristina: and I don’t know how we should look for those at Digi, Dolce. Where could we 
7.               find [    their offer    ]?
8. George:         [on the internet] we’ll go online. (my translation)
The main topic of (14) is the possibility of going to the telephone and internet provider RDS upon which 
both participants agree. After line 2 there is a discussion about the best means of transportation and about the best 
route to the RDS building; in line 4, Cristina approves of the decision concerning the two aspects. 
In (14) we are dealing with two discursive functions of the same discourse marker. In line 5 úi is a 
marker of topic continuation as Cristina uses it to come back to the main topic, namely going to the RDS 
whereas, in line 6, discourse continuation marker úi masks a topic change. But as in the previously analyzed 
conversation, the new topic is not from another discursive sphere than the main one. This time, the topic frame 
could be entitled ‘Media service providers’.
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5. Conclusion
In this paper I examined the roles and functions of the discourse marking deci and úi, situated either at 
the textual level or at the interactional one, in connection to the discursive actions that they perform within 
conversation. Textual actions such as interruptions, turn-claiming, gaining time to construct a turn, prefacing 
insertion sequences in adjacency pairs or interactional techniques such as repairs, prefacing of dispreferred and 
face-threatening acts, expressing an opinion or evaluation, mitigation devices used for politeness strategies and 
the attention that the speaker pays to the other participants in the conversation are discursive situations in which 
the discourse markers have a very important contribution.
The lack of a distinct semantic meaning that characterizes most discourse markers is compensated by the 
marked presence of pragmatic and functional meanings which, due to their context-embeddedness, are ever-
changing in accordance with the dynamics of language use. 
The analysis of discourse markers in conversation requires a pragmatic-functional perspective. Hence, I
suggest a different classification of the discursive attributions that discourse markers have in conversation by 
advocating for the pragmatic-functional categories of discursive roles and discursive functions. This new pattern of 
analysis is necessary because, in my view, the analysis of discourse markers in conversation is valid and complete 
only when taking into account not only the pragmatic interpersonal functions but also their textual functions that 
reveal the poly-functional character that markers have in such a complex discursive-interactional context. 
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